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My background

 Senior Research Scientist, SINTEF Digital

 Associate Professor, IFI, Sustainable and Design Lab

 Decision support in ATM

 Evaluation methods in HCI

 User Experience

 User behaviour
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Why am I interested in this?
3

SESAR Joint Undertaking 
https://www.sesarju.eu/discover-sesar

Research and Innovation Project Smart Transport in Rural Areas
https://www.sintef.no/projectweb/smart-transport-i-distriktene/



Module 3
Living and 
working with 
AI

Objectives

Understanding of challenges related to use of AI infused 
systems in everyday life and at work

 How to evaluate them?

 When and how to use them?

 What do we know about living and working with them? 
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Module 3
Overview

 Evaluation of interaction with AI [27th of October]

 Human - AI  partnership [3rd of November]

 Lessons learned from studies of human – AI interaction 
[10th of November] 
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Group 
assignment
Deadline – the 
final report 
deadline

(new) Appendix 3: Evaluation - Evaluation plan, findings and 
reflections. Each group is to plan the evaluation of their own 
chatbot or a publicly available chatbot of their choice. The 
evaluation should include an evaluation using the guidelines for 
Human-AI Interactions and an abusability test. Briefly describe the 
subject and the scope of the evaluation, the evaluation plan, your 
findings, and lessons learned. Approx. 3 pages.
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Individual 
assignment
Deadline – the 
final individual 
report 
deadline

Human AI collaboration

Philips at al. (2016) give a taxonomy and examples of human-
robots collaboration. Choose 2-3 examples, describe their levels of 
autonomy as described in Shneiderman (2020) and reflect on 
advantages and disadvantages if we decrease/increase their current 
level of autonomy. Reflect on their current and needed 
explainability (Hagras, 2018; Smith-Renner et al. 2020).  
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Plan for today

 Evaluation – why, what and how to evaluate

 Focus of AI evaluation - User Experience, trust and 
values

Is evaluating a chatbot different from evaluating a web site? 
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Why to evaluate?



Some examples
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Airport passport control
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Your turn

 What Tay.ai, Google Photos and Airport Passport Control 
have in common?

 What caused the problem?

 Could this be discovered earlier and how?

Group work – 5 minutes discussion
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Commercial 
facial analysis 
algorithms

 Evaluate bias present in automated facial analysis algorithms and 
datasets with respect to phenotypic (observable characteristics) 
subgroups

 Used approved test for classifying skin colour, evaluated existing 
data sets -> lighter-skinned subjects were overrepresented (up to 
86%)

 Introduced a new facial analysis dataset which is balanced by 
gender and skin type

 Evaluate 3 commercial gender classification systems 
 Darker-skinned females are the most misclassified group (error 

rates of up to 34.7%)
 The maximum error rate for lighter-skinned males is 0.8%

Buolamwini, J. and Gebru, T. (2018). Gender Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in 
Commercial Gender Classification. Proceedings of the 1st Conference on Fairness, 
Accountability and Transparency, in PMLR 81:77-91

 Can also be because of the background (husky – wolf example) 
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Testing drugs
 USA National Institutes of Health mandated in 1993 that women and minorities should be 

included in any government-funded health research

 Only one third of cardiovascular clinical trial subjects are female and only 31% of 
cardiovascular clinical trials that include women report results by sex (data from 2014)

 Lack of females in drug dose trials leads to overmedicated women (study from 2020)

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/08/200812161318.htm
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What can we 
do?

 Raising awareness

 Regulations

 Evaluation

 Guidelines and checklists

 Diversity of design teams (gender, race, culture, education…)

 Abusability testing

 Inspection – ethics bugs

Smith, C.J, Designing Trustworthy AI: A User Experience (UX) Framework, presentation at the RSA 
Conference 2020, February 24-28, San Francisco, USA 
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What to evaluate?



What to 
evaluate?

From the previous lectures 

 Narrow intelligence 

 AI that is good at performing a single task

 AI > Machine Learning > Deep Learning
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What to 
evaluate?

Definitions of AI 

 McCarthy (2007) – "AI is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines" 
–> intelligence test

 Minsky’s (1968) - “AI is the science of making machines capable of performing tasks 
that would require intelligence if done by humans” 

-> task-oriented evaluation

 AI effect (McCorduck 2004) - tasks are not considered AI problems any more once 
they are solved without full-fledged intelligence
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AI
Context of use

Users

Application 
domain

Task



What to 
evaluate?

 AI systems - robots, chatbots, social robots, AI agents, 
self-driving car

 AI components - techniques, algorithms, methods or 
tools, camera of the self-driving car

 Systems evaluates as they are, components according to 
a specification and how they the serve the system

 Formula 1 engine not appropriate for a family car

(Hernández-Orallo, 2017)
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What are we 
actually 
evaluating? 

"The results of the algorithmic systems can be attributed to their 
underlying data, their mathematical logic, and the ways in which 
people interact with their decisions and suggestions" (Hosanagar, 2019)

Algorithms

People                               Data  
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How to evaluate?



The Turing test

 Alan Turing 1950

 Turing test is used to 
determine whether or not
computer(machine) can think 
intelligently like human

 Marcus test – if a 
computer comprehend a 
TV show

 Reverse Turing test – a 
humans proving not being 
a computer
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Lovelace 2.0 test

CREATIVITY

 If a computer can create 
art

 2016 - new work was 
created by AI that looks 
as much like a Rembrandt 
as possible, while 
remaining an original 
portrait

 Composer David Cope –
Experiments in Musical 
Intelligence
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A Turing test for 
emotions

 Pepper by Softbank 
Robotics is specialized in 
empathy

 Expert in perceiving 
emotions

 Communicate with 
people in natural and 
intuitive way
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From task-
oriented to 

ability-oriented 
evaluation

Hernández-Orallo (2017)

 Task-oriented evaluation 
approach

 Specialized AI systems

 Ability-oriented 
evaluation approach

 General-purpose AI
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From task-
oriented to 
ability-
oriented 
evaluation

Task-oriented evaluation approach

 Specialized AI systems; clear goals: speech recognition, 
game playing

 Does the system perform the task

Ability-oriented evaluation approach

 General-purpose AI: artificial pets,  assistants, 
smartbots…variety of tasks

 Abilities: verbal abilities, learning abilities, motion 
abilities
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How to 
evaluate?

AI applications: computer vision, speech recognition, 
music analysis, machine translation, text 
summarisation, information retrieval, robotic 
navigation and interaction, automated vehicles, 
game playing, prediction, estimation, planning, 
automated deduction, expert systems

Task-oriented
 human discrimination – assessment by or against a 

human – it is being subjective

 problem benchmarking – assessment against a set of 
problems  - difficult to define good sets, for example 
self-driving cars perform well in California, but not in 
Nord Norway 

 Peer- confrontation – competition against another 
system; the results relative to the opponents
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How to 
evaluate?

Ability-oriented evaluation

 Psychometrics (IQ tests and similar) – not really 
adequate, "ability"  very anthropocentric not reflect the 
diversity of AI systems

Generic guidelines 

 Specify the set of systems to be evaluated (or can be 
opponents in the competition), the set of possible tasks, 
describe the similarities between the tasks
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How can we use what we already 
know about interaction evaluation?
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Usability engineering

Activities aiming to improve the ease of use of an interface 

 Expert-based testing (usability inspection)

 Automated testing (usability inspection)

 User-based testing (usability testing)
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Expert-based testing

 Structured inspections done by interface experts

 Before tests with users

 Confusing wording, inconsistent layout, obvious flaws

 Heuristic review

 Compare interface with the rules

 Consistency inspections

 Series of screens or web pages inspected

 Cognitive walkthrough

 Experts perform the tasks (high-frequency and important/seldom) 

 Guidelines review

 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
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Speculative: Conduct UX research and activate curiosity

Abusability Testing

 Speculate about misuse and abuse 
 Create “Black Mirror” episodes 
 Severe abuse and consequences

Smith, C.J.,Designing Trustworthy AI:  A User Experience (UX) Framework, 
presentation at RSA Conference 2020, February 24-28, San Francisco USA 

Image of Template created by Anna Abovyan & Allison Cosby for Abusability Testing 
activity conducted at IxDA Pittsburgh, Sep 2019 

Template by: Anna Abovyan & Allison Cosby, IxDA Pittsburgh, Sep 2019



Abusability template

 Useful technology
 Pick a real or soon-to-be technology

 Benefits
 Come up with 3-5 value propositions statements that describe the (potential) benefits 

this technology brings to individuals or society overall. Illustrate if you can.

 Vulnerabilities
 Review the technology and benefits above. Come up with 3-5 specific examples that 

highlight how this technology could be intentionally abused or result in unintended 
consequences. Use the prompt card. Illustrate if you can.

 Abuse scenario
 Review the technology, benefits and the vulnerabilities above. Pick a vulnerability from 

the section above or come up with your own. Begin to develop a story. Ask yourself: what 
could go wrong next? Try to imagine a snowball effect or the worst case scenario. Use 
the prompt card. Illustrate if you can.
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Checklist and Agreement

 Pair with Tech Ethics 

 Bridge gap between 
“do no harm” and reality

 Reduce risk and unwanted bias

 Mitigation planning

 Support inspection

Checklist and Agreement - Downloadable PDF: 
https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetid=636620

https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetid=636620


How to 
evaluate 
chatbots?

A Survey on Evaluating Methods for Chatbots. Maroengsit, W. et al., 2019, 
ICIET 2019

 Reviewed 30 papers; 18 with evaluations; AI-based chatbots, rule-based 
chatbots and combinations

 Three categories of evaluations

 Content evaluation

 Evaluation focuses on the response context of the chatbots; approach adopted 
from Natural Language Processing/ Natural Language Generation and 
Information Retrieval domains

 User satisfaction

 Standard HCI method; appropriate here as chatbots are complex systems with 
no single correct answer

 Evaluate specific aspects on Likert scale such as appropriateness, naturalness, 
empathy, helpfulness etc.

 Session level (whole chat session) and turn level (each response)

 Functional evaluation

 Evaluation based on goal/task; if chatbot assist in buying tickets – number of 
successfully finished purchase

 Usage statistics

 Evaluation of building blocks
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How to 
evaluate 
chatbots?

Evaluating and Informing the Design of Chatbots, Jain M. et 
al. 2018, DIS 2018

 Evaluation of 8 chatbots with 16 firs-time chatbot users 
over multiple sessions on the Facebook Messenger 
platform

 Three days interactions with chatbots

 Face-to-face semi-structured interview with the 
participants to elicit their understanding of the 
chatbots, perceived benefits/limitations, interesting 
conversations/experiences and areas of improvements

 Quantitative data analysis: total interaction time, 
message count, interactive elements (composition of 
the chatbots' and participants' messages)  
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Shifting the focus of AI evaluation

Can AI play chess better than humans?  
-> How can AI empower humans?

Future AI systems should focus enhancing human cognitive 
capabilities and channelling human creativity…incorporating trust, 
ethics, and human values

Global effects of a 'local' optimal solution
Values, ethics, privacy and security as a core design considerations
Embedding ethics and values into AI system

(Lukowicz, Slusallek, 2018)
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Example: 
User 
Experience 
with robots

41

 Context: factory

 Two types of robots, one within a safety 
fence

 UX questionnaire (23 respondents)

 Study – a year and the half

 Compared two types of robots

 Used UX factors in HRI for the 
evaluation

 UX over time

 Covered aspects: cooperation, 
perceived safety, perceived stress, 
perceived usability, general UX



UX Definitions

 "A consequence of a user's internal state, the 
characteristics of the designed system and the 
context within which the interaction occurs" 
(Hassenzahl&Tractinsky 2006)*

 "All aspects of the end-user's interaction with the 
company, its services, and its products" (Nielsen 
Norman Group)

 "The quality of experience a person has when 
interacting with a specific design" (Uxnet, online)

* Marc Hassenzahl and Noam Tractinsky (2006): User experience - a research agenda, Behaviour
&Information Technology, 25:2, 91-97
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UX list

satisfying helpful fun
enjoyable motivating provocative
engaging challenging surprising
pleasurable enhancing sociability rewarding
exciting supporting creativity emotionally fulfilling
entertaining cognitively stimulating

boring unpleasant
frustrating patronizing
making one feel guilty making one feel stupid
annoying cutesy

childish gimmicky 

(Rogers, Sharp, Preece; Interaction design;  2011)
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Values

The Three Laws of Robotics (Isaac Asimov, I Robot)

 A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to 
come to harm

 A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders 
would conflict with the First Law

 A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict 
with the First or Second Laws

 The Zeroth Law: A robot may not injure humanity, or, by inaction, allow humanity 
to come to harm

What about environment, peace, 
justice…UN Sustainable Development Goals? 
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Trust

 "If we are ever to reap the full spectrum of societal and industrial benefits from artificial 
intelligence, we will first need to trust it"

 Trust of AI systems will be earned over time

 One need to recognize and minimize bias, introduced for example by data sets as chatbot Tay 
who become racist by reading tweets

 Algorithms should be able to explain their suggestions or decisions

 -> We'll learn more about trust in Human – AI partnership session
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Your turn 

Use Microsoft guidelines for human AI interaction to quickly evaluate Siri or 
Google assistant

Group work – 10 minutes  

Groups 1 and 2->  M1 

Group 3 and 4 -> M9

Group 5 and 6 -> M11

https://aidemos.microsoft.com/guidelines-for-human-ai-interaction/demo

46
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Your turn LUDVIG https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9KrEcn4W3Q

Which UX dimensions would you evaluate?
Which values should be adresses by design?

Group work – 10 minutes discussion 47



Evaluation – takeaways

 Importance of the evaluation cannot be overestimated
 Consider the big picture – application domain, task, users, 

context of use
 Consider type of the system you are evaluating and 

interconnections between the data, algorithms and people 
 Consider using existing design guidelines and using/extending 

existing instruments for measuring usability and UX
 Focus of the evaluation is moving towards values, trust, 

ethics
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